TENTATIVES
8am: Registration & Breakfast
8.45am: Oral presentation by Prof. Dr. Sazid Che Haji
9.15am - Welcoming Speech by Chairperson
- Speech by Dean of Faculty
- Keynote Speech and Opening ceremony by Yg. Berhans Prof. Dr. Nooraidah bt Abidin

10.30am: Session 1
Dr. Rohan Bihal
Dr. Zainiati Syahidah Binti Shamsah
Ms. Nor Idrizah Nordin
Dr. Sukumaran Ramachandran
Dr. Besaill Mat

11.45am: Short break
12.30pm: Dr. Khairuddin Masnah@Kadir
Ms. Latifah Muminiah Belar
Dr. Wazrin Nor Abawi Wan Abdul
Abid
Dr. Aminah Raja
Dr. Hakim Rashid Al-Allani

11.50am: Lunch
2.30pm: Session 2
Dr. Norma Abid Rahman
Dr. Muhammad Rizwan Yuseh
Salal
Dr. Firdauzie Koir Kharrianto
Dr. Zuberida Zainal Abidin
Dr. Nor Aizan Ahmad Taib
Dr. Nadi Wati@Nor Aishah
Masri
Dr. Ching Lay Ling

4.00pm: Tea break
4.30pm: Dr. Fazliati Yusof
Dr. Aini Ahmad
Ms. Viminitha A/P R. Albinjua
Mr. Lee Chia Re

5.30pm: Short break
5.45pm: Prize Giving & Closing Ceremony
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DENTAL POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH
DAY 2013 COMMITTEE MEMBERS

PATRON: Prof. Dr. Rohan Bihal

ADVISOR: Prof. Dr. Ding Wei Cheung

CHAIRPERSON: Pek Lim Joo Phern

CO-CHAIRPERSONS: Siti Aini Ahmad & Lee Hui Min

SECRETARIES: Dr. Jawwahri Abdul Aziz & Dr. Zuki Khalifah Shafii

TREASURERS: Fadzilah Abdul Rahaman & Loo Zheng Xin

DEAN'S OFFICE LEADERS OFFICERS:
Ph. Jannusnah Jannusnah & Ghi Nur Idris
Nor Azman

FOOD AND BEVERAGE: Ph. Noor Nafizah
Abdul Rahaman & Nural Azlina Yahya

SOUVENIRE & PRIZE: Dr. Siti Zaleha
Abdul Aziz

OPEN & CLOSING: Nur Bahira bhn
Shahabudin & Rosli Musa @ Haji Nor
Rashidah Abdullah

SCIENTIFIC GROUP: Naaszmi Atif Al
Gumagen, Punbar A/F R.
Vassalthan & Murugaiyah

VENUE & LOGISTICS: Aili Vanata,
Mohamed Yusuf & Rajkumar

SUB-COMMITTEE: Ph. Iman
Juahman Hamid, Ph. Noor Aishah
Abdul Manan & Dr. Ahmad
Najmi Ariffin
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